Mobile Search experiences have evolved significantly from a few blue links that require users to click. Recent search and ad units surface instant information to the user in a variety of visually rich formats that include images, horizontal swipes, and vertical scrolls. These innovative experiences call for new metrics and models to better understand searcher behavior on mobile phones. In this paper, we study how the presence of ads and their formats impacts searcher's gaze and satisfaction. We systematically vary presentation format of the sponsored result, while controlling for other factors, such as position and quality of organic results. We experiment with several configurations of text ad and rich ad formats. Our findings indicate that showing rich ad formats improve search experience, by drawing more attention to the information-rich ad and allowing users to interact to view more offers, which increases user satisfaction with search. In addition, we extend prior work by comparing the performance of various models to infer user's gaze from viewport data. Our models improve accuracy of existing viewport-based gaze inference methods by 30% in Pearson's correlation. Together, our findings show that viewport data can be used for fast, accurate and scalable measurement of user attention on a per-element basis, for both ads as well as organic search results.
INTRODUCTION
Given the rapid growth of mobile Search traffic, coupled with recent innovations towards surfacing instant information to the user in a variety of visually attractive and rich UIs, it is clear that Search and Advertising have come a long way since the days of the few blue links. Consider a specific example such as comparative shopping. Earlier, users had to click through multiple ads for comparative shopping. Today, there's a convenient answer-like rich ad unit that surPermission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s).
CIKM '16 October 24-28, 2016 , Indianapolis, IN, USA faces all the relevant information including product name, image, price and merchant information. Moreover, it efficiently packs such information for multiple offers into an interactive UI, such as shown in Figure 1 . Users can swipe such units to view more offers in the same vertical space, which is a revolutionary shopping experience compared to the traditional experience of a few blue links.
How do we evaluate such rich, answer-like experiences? What is their effect on users' gaze? More importantly, how do they impact search satisfaction for queries with commercial intent? Answering these questions is critical for understanding mobile searcher behavior, which forms the basis for developing better metrics and models of user satisfaction with interactive UI that go beyond click interactions.
Measuring users' eye gaze on search results page (SERP) can offer useful insights into user behavior, as has been demonstrated in several previous studies on desktop [4, 24, 6, 14, 21, 8, 23] . For example, these studies showed that users' attention decays with result position as user examines the SERP. It is unclear whether these insights, obtained in desktop setting, hold for mobile phones, especially in the presence of ads and their increasingly diverse formats. There are several possibilities. If users tend to skip ads, the ad unit may draw less attention compared to the top organic result. On the other hand, if users always scan in a top-down fashion, we may not see any difference in attention across positions in the presence vs. absence of ads. A third possibility is that if users find the rich format ad more relevant, the ad unit might draw more attention than regular text ads or organic results. Each of these has different implications for understanding searcher attention in presence of ads and determining ad's relevance to the user.
Moreover, studies of searcher attention has been fertile ground for research. Several works have demonstrated its utility for predicting search result relevance [17, 12] and quality of search result snippets [19] . Searcher attention has been very informative for evaluating quality of instant answers [22] and rich information panels (e.g., based on knowledge graph result) [25] . Measuring mobile searcher attention at scale remains extremely challenging: commercial eye-tracker systems are expensive and in-lab studies are time-consuming. As such, previous work explored other scalable methods that could approximate user attention at scale. In desktop settings, many researchers (e.g., [16, 25, 21] ) used mouse cursor to approximate user attention. However, lack of mouse cursor on mobile devices makes attention measurement at scale more challenging. Some researchers (e.g., [15, 22] ) suggested to use viewport, i.e., the portion of the web page that is visible on the phone screen at a given point in time, to approximate user attention on search results. We build upon previous work by developing better models to accurately infer users' gaze from viewport data. This paper makes the following contributions:
• presents the first quantitative study to measure users' gaze and satisfaction with answer-like swipeable ads in mobile phones
• shows that rich format ads receive significantly more attention compared to regular text ads or organic results at the same position, and better satisfy users compared to showing no ads.
• presents multiple models to accurately infer users' gaze on a per-element basis from viewport data Thus we show that viewport data can be used to perform fast and scalable measurement of user attention on search results. We begin by surveying related work in eye tracking and user behavior for search on desktops and mobile devices. We then describe our experiment and user study, followed by the analysis of the user study data. We conclude with a discussion reviewing the findings and limitations of this study, along with suggestions for future work.
RELATED WORK
Our related work spans two lines of research: eye tracking in search examination studies and gaze inference models.
Eye tracking technology has been extensively used in studies of web search result examination behavior in desktop settings. Granka et al. [9] studied how users browse search results and select links. They showed that users spend most of the time inspecting the first and the second result before their first click. Lorigo et al. [24] used eye tracking to study gaze trajectories on a search results page in more detail. They found that only 25% of users examine search results in the order they are presented by the search engine.
A similar study was conducted by Guan and Cutrell [10] , who showed the effect of target result position on searcher's examination behavior. Recently, eye tracking method was used to study user interactions with automatic query completion interface [14] and word acquisition process in query reformulation [8] .
Despite the abundance of research about searcher's attention on desktops, attention on mobile devices remained relatively unexplored. Huang and Diriye [15] discussed the potential utility of viewport logging on touch-enabled mobile devices. In this paper, we use client based viewport logging similar to [15] to track user interactions on the search result page. Biedert et al. [3] is one of the first quantitative eye tracking study of reading behavior performed on an actual mobile device. They reported that user attention is distributed almost uniformly over the the mobile phone viewport. More recently, Lagun et al. [22] conducted an eye tracking of search result examination of Knowledge Graph results on a mobile phone. According to them, user attention is distributed unequally during search tasks, with significant portion of attention spent in top 2/3 of the mobile screen.
Apart from organic search results, previous work explored user attention and search behavior and their relation to ads and rich informational panels in the desktop settings. In a controlled study Buscher et al. [4] investigated the effect of ad quality on searcher's receptiveness to the advertisements. They found that when ad quality varied randomly, users paid very little attention to the ads. Navalpakkam et al. [25] conducted a controlled study where they varied the presence and relevance of a rich informational panel placed to the right of organic search results. They found that the information panels containing information relevant to the user's task attract more attention and longer mouse cursor hovers. Similar findings were reported by other researchers [7, 23] . Lagun et al. [22] conducted a study on Knowledge Graph results in mobile setting, effectively replicating previous finding of [25] by replacing cursor hover time with amount of time result was visible to the user. In this paper we extend the prior work and study user attention during search tasks with answer-like sponsored results that enable horizontal swipe interactions.
Another line of research focuses on overcoming inherit limitation of costly and laborious eye tracking studies, and measuring user attention at large scale. In particular, mouse cursor tracking emerged as a cheap alternative to eye tracking by inferring searcher gaze position from mouse cursor position on desktop. The relationship between cursor and gaze has been studied empirically [5, 26, 11, 16, 25] . More recently, authors of [21] further extended this line of research and incorporated web page content into gaze prediction model. One of the reasons of why cursor tracking was so successful on desktop, is that gaze and cursor appear to be well coordinated during user actions, e.g., link clicking or text selection, as reported by Chen et al. [5] . However, when the cursor remained inactive, the reported accuracy of attention measurement degraded. While cursor tracking methods are quite successful on desktop, they are inapplicable for gaze inference on mobile interfaces, since mouse cursor is virtually non existent on mobile devices. Our previous work [22] extended this line of research to mobile device setting, where they used the amount of time a particular result was visible to the user, calling it viewport time, as a proxy of user attention, and reported relatively strong correlation with view time on result measured with eye tracking. More importantly, they explored several ways to attribute viewport time to a particular result (since several results may appear in the same viewport), noting that the highest correlation is achieved when viewport time on result is weighted using fraction of screen area occupied by the result. In this paper we build upon the prior work and significantly improve accuracy of gaze inference methods on a mobile interface. In addition, we explore different slice of search intents, focusing more on shopping queries, and demonstrate that gaze inference methods work reasonably well on a interactive swipe-able interfaces.
USER STUDY
In order to evaluate our hypotheses about how user attention may change in presence of rich ad formats, we designed and conducted a user study in the lab to collect data for analysis. While we focused on commercial queries with shopping intent, we tried to diversify the range of user tasks from broad, research-oriented tasks, such as "Which shoe cabinet would you purchase?" to specific tasks asking to find price information about a particular product such as "What is the lowest price you can quickly find for xbox one?". In natural setting, outside of the lab, research tasks may require substantial time to complete, thus, limiting number of participants we are able to recruit for the study. Therefore, to make the data collection feasible, we limited overall task duration to two minutes (for both types of tasks) and ensured that each task has at least several highly relevant results, navigating to which users may locate product of interest. This amount of time allowed the study participants to find and compare 2-3 products of interest during the task.
In the study we used the following protocol. Participants were first presented with a web page displaying a description of their tasks. On the same page we provided two hyperlinks -one pointing to the search results page (with a predefined query related to each task), and the second pointing to the post-task questionnaire. Participants were instructed to read the task description, and complete the task. After task completion, they filled out the post-task questionnaire where they provided their search satisfaction ratings on a likert scale from 1 (very dissatisfied) to 5 (very satisfied); the midpoint (3) represented "neither satisfied nor dissatisfied". Each participant performed 20 tasks.
To ensure that the tasks had similar levels of difficulty, two authors of the paper verified that for each task, the corresponding search results page (SERP) provided result of good quality allowing participants to complete the task in under two minutes. Thus, the tasks were fairly easy and participants were instructed to spend not more than two minutes per task. Upon completing the task, participants were asked to navigate back to the study home page by using the "Back" button on the phone, and follow the second hyperlink to complete the post-task questionnaire. Note that in this study, we predefined the queries for each task, and query reformulation was not allowed.
Our study used a within subject design with one factor representing the ad configuration (presence of the ad, or its format). The four experimental conditions, i.e., levels of the independent variable, were {no ads, text ad, rich ad, rich ad + text ad } (i.e., a rich ad appearing above a regular text ad). We used block randomized design with five tasks per condition. The task presentation order was randomized to eliminate any learning or task order effects. As we varied the presentation (or absence) of the ad, the rest of the results on the page remained the same across all four conditions. In order to familiarize participants with the mobile device and the study flow, each participant completed 2 practice tasks prior to starting the study. After completing every 5 tasks, participants were offered a short break.
Participants
We recruited 30 participants with informed consent (17 male and 13 female) aged 18-65, with various occupations and self-reported mobile search experience. Most of the participants had normal or corrected vision (e.g. contact lenses) and were able to read from the mobile phone without wearing glasses. Data from 6 participants was excluded due to calibration problems with the eye tracker (missing fixations, poor calibration accuracy). Hence, in the rest of this study, we analyze data from the remaining 24 participants.
Apparatus
We used the SMI Glasses eye-tracker [1] to record participant's eye gaze movements. The eye-tracker allowed us to record eye gaze with a frequency of 60 Hz and accuracy of 0.5
• of visual angle [1]. We used Nexus 5 mobile phone running Android operating system. We used the Chrome browser to display the task description page and search result pages. Unlike previous studies that fixed the mobile phone [3, 22] , we allowed participants to move the phone freely (as they would in natural settings, while being seated). The experiment began by calibrating eye gaze of each participant using a three point calibration on the screen of the mobile phone. To map gaze position into the phone coordinate system we used proprietary software to detect the phone's planar coordinates from the eye tracker front facing camera and translate gaze position into the screen coordinate system using perspective correction [2].
Viewport Logging
To record the exact information that was displayed on the phone screen at any given time, we instrumented custom viewport logging for the purposes of this lab study. This allowed us to record the portion of the web page currently visible on the screen, as well as bounding boxes of all search results shown on the page. Viewport logging was instrumented with JavaScript and inserted into every SERP shown to the users. Our script recorded bounding boxes of the search results, shortly after the page was rendered in the browser, and logged viewport change events such as scrolling and zooming. The instrumentation recorded the state of the viewport every 200 ms. All the viewport events were buffered and subsequently sent with an HTTP request to a lab study server where they were stored for subsequent analysis. Such instrumentation allowed us to reconstruct what the user saw on the screen at any point of time. Table 1 summarizes key counts describing the size of our dataset. 
RESULTS
In this section we focus on answering the main questions in the user study on how ad format impacts gaze and user satisfaction with search.
Effect of Ad Format on Gaze
We start by analyzing the gaze data aggregated over all users. Figure 2 presents a heatmap visualization of gaze distribution across the search results page, for the four experimental conditions in the study. Locations of high gaze density are shown in red while low gaze density is shown in blue. For easier visualization, we superimposed each heatmap on a screenshot of a sample search results page from the corresponding experimental condition. It is worth noting, that the heatmap shows gaze data aggregated across all queries -not for the query shown in the page screenshot. The heatmaps clearly show that there is substantial variation of attention among the four conditions, with large portion of user attention being spent on rich ad (when it appears). However, it's hard to establish statistically significant differences in attention based on the heatmaps alone, therefore we proceed with statistical analysis of gaze spent at each rank position.
As shown in Figure 3 , we found a strong effect of position on attention (p<0.001; F(9, 2220)=75.92). This shows that on mobile phones, in the absence of an ad, attention decays with position, similar to findings in desktop settings [24] . In particular, the top 2-3 results get significantly more attention compared to bottom results: position 1 vs 4 (p<0.001, t=72.8), position 2 vs 5 (p<0.001, t=77.1) and position 3 vs 6 (p<0.001, t=53.4). This is not surprising since the results at top positions are expected to be of higher quality and relevance than results at lower positions. Fig 4 shows the distribution of attention across position for the no ads condition (in red) vs. text ad conditions (in blue). We found that the top text ad gets significantly less attention than a web result at the same position (p=0.015; F(1, 226)=5.985). In addition, there is no noticeable difference between gaze time on text ad and the adjacent web result (i.e., position 1 vs 2), whereas such difference is clearly present in no ads and rich ad conditions. To our knowledge, this is the first confirmation of this finding on mobile phones. We discuss possible reasons for this in the discussion section.
In contrast to the above, as shown in Fig 4, we found that a rich format ad on the top position (shown in green) gets significantly more attention than a web result at the same position (shown in red) (p=0.007; F(1,228)=7.243). There's no significant difference in attention at other positions.
A natural question is how does the text ad condition compare against the rich format ad condition. Fig 4 shows that the rich format ad gets significantly more attention than the text ad at the same position (p<0.001; F(1, 226)=24.14). Attention on other positions remains relatively unchangedthe error bars overlap at many positions.
How do the above results change if we increase the prominence of the ad block as a whole, by simultaneously presenting the rich format ad with text ad at the top positions? As shown in Fig 5, we found that attention on the rich ad (for a fixed position) was slightly lower when it was co-presented with the text ad (although not a significant difference, p=0.719; F(1,190)=0.13). This may be partly due to an increased tendency for users to skip the ad block, given its higher prominence. Note, however, that we cannot directly compare the attention on the web results between these conditions (since the web results are shifted down by one position in the rich ad + text ad condition, compared to the rich ad only condition, thus differences may be confounded by result quality).
Effect of horizontal position on Gaze
Unlike other studies, which mostly focused on distribution of attention along vertical dimension of the SERP, we analyzed how attention is distributed horizontally inside the rich ad. The rich ad consists of multiple sub-results or offers, shown along the horizontal dimension. Upon page load, two offers are fully visible and the third is only partially visible. The user can swipe the carousel to view more offers. Figure  6 shows the average gaze time for each offer position inside the rich ad (error bars show the standard error of the mean). We show two curves, depending on whether the rich ad was swiped or not. In the absence of a swipe, we found that attention decays rapidly along the horizontal dimension. The extremely small time on the third offer can be explained by its partial visibility -upon page load only half of it is visible to the user (see Figure 1) . In contrast to the sharp decay in attention in the absence of swipe, we found that the attention distribution is completely different when the rich ad was swiped. We found that there was no steep decay in gaze time per offer along the horizontal dimension, instead, there was no statistical difference across gaze time at the different offer positions. As search engines continue to improve their result presentation formats, this observation can be quite useful for inferring which offers inside a rich ad unit were viewed by the user.
Effect of Ad Format on Satisfaction
We posed the following hypotheses for how ads presentation may impact user satisfaction:
• H0: for commercial queries, showing any high-quality ad (regardless of format) improves user satisfaction.
• H1: for commercial queries, richer ad formats improve user satisfaction compared to traditional text ad formats.
• H2: for commercial queries, showing two ads is better than showing one ad with respect to user satisfaction.
To test H0, we compared the satisfaction scores in the no ad condition to the data combined from text ad and rich ad conditions. Overall, we found that user satisfaction responses differed significantly across conditions (ANOVA, p=0.0105). Using a post-hoc Tukey HSD test, we found that showing a rich ad significantly improved user satisfaction compared to showing no ad (p<0.005). In contrast, showing a text ad did not significantly improve user satisfaction compared to showing no ad (p=0.74).
The above finding that rich ads satisfy users better than no ads, prompts us to test whether rich ads satisfy users better than traditional text ads (i.e., hypothesis H1). Although the trend does support H1, we did not find a significant difference in user satisfaction between showing a rich ad format vs. text ad format (p=0.068).
Given commercial intent of the queries and high relevant of the ads (the sponsored results are not less valuable than organic results), we tested whether showing two ads may satisfy users better than showing one, i.e., hypothesis H2. To this end, we compared the data when rich ad co-appeared with text ad (2 ads shown), against the data when either rich ad or text ad alone was shown (1 ad shown). We did not find any significant improvement in user satisfaction when showing two high quality ads vs. one. In fact, users were slightly less satisfied when shown two ads (rich ad + text ad) compared to when they were shown a rich ad only (4.05 ±0.17 vs. 4.23±0.12), presumably because of lower relevance of the text ad, i.e., unlike rich answer-like ad, the text only ad does not expose highly relevant product information, such as product image, model and the price, making users to skip the entire ad block.
GAZE INFERENCE MODELS
The previous work [22] showed that viewport data may provide a scalable alternative to eye-tracking on mobile devices. We extend the prior work by exploring different probabilistic models to test whether we can improve the accuracy of users' gaze prediction using viewport data. These models are trained and tested on the data described in Section 3.
Experimental Setting and Notation
By gaze inference we refer to assigning a probability of a result being viewed (i.e., gazed), depending on position of the result inside of the viewport and (possibly) visibility of other results. Since the most common layout for results on a mobile phone is linear, i.e., results appear one after another from top to bottom, we focus on the modeling distribution of gaze along the vertical position y in the viewport. For convenience, we re-scale gaze position y from [0, H] to [0, 1] dividing it by viewport height H. This way, our approach could be generalized to mobile devices with displays of varying size (assuming that display size does not significantly affect gaze). Similarly to [16] we align gaze and viewport data using nearest neighbor interpolation, so that for any given viewport we have a single gaze position and the associated result that was viewed. Since temporal resolution of our viewport data is relatively high (200ms) such approach should be suitable for most practical applications.
Uniform Density
Previous work [22] explored a simple way to share viewport time among the results in the viewport, by assuming that gaze position is uniformly distributed across the entire viewport. According to this approach, the gaze time on a result is proportional to the result's coverage:
where R and V represent result and viewport bounding boxes and Area(X) evaluates area of the rectangle. In a setting similar to ours, [22] found that result coverage multiplied by viewport time is well correlated with gaze time.
Truncated Normal Density
Simplistic assumption of gaze being distributed uniformly across the screen might not hold in practice, thus, as an alternative to uniform, we aim to model vertical position of gaze with a normal distribution N (y; µ, σ) with two parameters µ and σ. More precisely, since viewport screen has limited dimensions, using ordinary normal distribution would lead to a mis-specified model, since such choice would assign non-zero probabilities to gaze positions that go beyond the viewport boundaries. To this end, we adopt truncated normal distribution T N (y; µ, σ, a, b) which assigns zero probability to gaze position outside of the viewport.
Since there is no closed form solution for estimation of µ and σ one needs to estimate their values numerically. In this work we use standard numerical technique available in [18] . In order to perform inference on the amount of time user spent viewing a particular result, one needs to calculate cumulative density function, in this case given by
where Φ(x) is the cumulative density function of the standard normal distribution. To compute the time user spent viewing a particular result we calculate the difference between FT N (y) at top and bottom vertical coordinates of the result in viewport, i.e., the inferred gaze time is proportional to (FT N (bottom) − FT N (top)).
Non-Parametric Density
To capture a more complex distribution shape, we considered a non-parametric approach using kernel density estimation. In this case probability density function of gaze vertical position takes the following form:
where N is number of training data points, K is a kernel function with bandwidth h and yj is vertical position of the gaze in the j-th viewport. Once f (y) is estimated based on training data yj we can apply it to calculate probability of user looking at an arbitrary vertical position y in the viewport. In this paper, we use the implementation of kernel density estimation available in [18] that uses Gaussian kernel and automatically selects appropriate bandwidth parameter h. In order to calculate the probability that user viewed a particular result in the viewport, one needs to integrate f (y) on the interval occupied by the result vertically.
In our experiments reported in Section 5.7 we perform this integration numerically using quadrature method with step size b = 1/1000 of the viewport height.
Linear Model
Since our ultimate goal is to infer which exact result did the user look at, static gaze density approaches might be sub-optimal. We argue that one should not need very nuanced, real valued density function to infer which result user is currently viewing, since the set of possibilities is discrete and limited to the few results visible on the phone screen at any given time. Thus, we propose to model allocation of user attention as a discrete distribution conditional on all results visible in the viewport:
where G is a discrete random variable representing index of a viewed result, i is a result index, R1 through Rn j indices of results visible in j-th viewport (there are nj of them). x i is a feature vector representing attractiveness of the i-th result and w vector of feature weights. We perform maximum likelihood estimation of model parameters w, by optimizing log-likelihood of training data that is given by
where |Q| is total number of queries in training data, q is query index, |Vq| is number of viewports for q-th query, j is viewport index for query q, nj is number of visible results in j-th viewport, iq,j is the index of result viewed in j-th viewport (i.e., gaze ground truth) and λ is a regularization parameter preventing the model from over fitting the data. The log-likelihood (w) function is a convex function of w and therefore can be efficiently optimized using gradient based methods. In order to do this, one needs to calculate gradient:
We use BFGS [18] iterative method to perform the optimization and train the model. Features: The above framework offers us a lot of flexibility in terms of using various features to represent relative attractiveness of each result in the viewport. We experiment with the following features. Coverage is defined in Equation 1. Exposure is very similar to coverage, except that it measures the fraction of the result visible to the user. Exposure can be calculated by swapping arguments in Equation 1, i.e., Coverage(V, R). Top is defined as the top-most vertical coordinate of a result relative to the viewport's top. To capture more complex relationship between result position in the viewport and probability being viewed, we include a family of five features representing overlap between the result and five disjoint screen areas (these areas partition the viewport's vertical space equally). We denote these features as ScreenAreas5. The overlap between the result R and ScreenArea k can be calculated as Coverage(ScreenArea k , R). They allow us to comibine result position information, similar to gaze density approaches, with other attractiveness features of a result. One could argue that gaze distribution might change depending on whether user scrolls the page or not. To this end, we include two sets of screen area features to capture potentially different gaze distribution depending on whether user scrolled vertically or not. We compute Cartesian product of ScreenAreas5 and binary indicator InitialViewport. InitialViewport evaluates to true if top of the viewport lies in [0, H/2], where H is the height of the phone's screen (the same as viewport height if no zoom performed).
Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the quality of the various gaze prediction models we use Pearson's correlation coefficient. To ensure that the model performance generalizes to out of sample data and that we do not over-report the accuracy, we perform leave one-user-out cross validation, so that data used in training stage does not come from the same participant as the data we use for model evaluation. A good model should accurately predict the time user spent viewing a particular result in a given query event, therefore we use time on (query, result) as a single data point in calculating the correlation. We adopt similar evaluation methodology as prior work [22] , and instead of absolute value of time on (query, result) correlate fraction of time on result, defined as time in result divided on time user spent on the entire query. Figure 8 shows the histogram of user gaze positions along the vertical dimension of the viewport. Also, the Figure shows density functions for uniform distribution, truncated normal (µ = 0.515, σ = 0.216) and non-parametric densities that were fitted on participants' gaze data. Overall, the truncated normal distribution comes close to the empirical gaze histogram. However, as seen in the figure, the nonparametric distribution provides an even better fit, closely following the small variations in the histogram. We now turn to quantitative evaluation of the described approaches. Table 2 summarizes performance of different approaches on four subsets of the data: rich ad, text ad, web and all result types. In each cell of the table, we report Pearson's correlation between the ground truth (gaze time) and the model's prediction on inferred gaze time. The prediction is averaged across several folds of cross validation. Surprisingly, the simplest among gaze density approaches -Uniform distribution -outperforms Truncated Normal and even more nuanced Non-Parametric approaches by a significant margin. We believe this is due to the inability of static densities to capture complex behavior that can change depending on what is present in the viewport. On the other hand, even a relatively simple linear model M0, that uses the same information as the Uniform baseline, is able perform slightly better than Uniform distribution. Including Top into the model M1 outperforms Uniform baseline by 20% and improves Pearson's correlation from 0.513 to 0.616 on all result types. More complex versions of the linear model M2-M4 are able to further improve the correlation to 0.671 which is 30% better than the baseline model. To understand our results further we examined the ability of our models to predict the variation in gaze time along result position. Figure   9 shows users' gaze data (in red), the prediction of the uniform model (in purple), and M4 version of the linear model (in green). Consistent with prior work [22] , we find similar behavior exhibited by the uniform model that assigns higher view time to position 2-3 than to the first result position. Interestingly, our linear model M4 is able to correct this oddity and demonstrate a more understandable pattern of decay of view time with position, which is more similar to observed gaze data. Together, Table 2 and Figure 9 show that our model is not only able to predict viewed results more accurately than previous work, but also exhibits more sensible behavior in qualitative results.
Results

DISCUSSION
We summarize the main contributions of this work. This is the first study to analyze user gaze behavior and search satisfaction in presence of rich, answer-like ad format on mobile phones. Second, we showed that rich ad formats draw more attention than traditional text ads or organic results at the same position, and result in higher searcher satisfaction compared to showing no ads. Third, we studied how user gaze varies along the vertical dimension (as the user scrolls down the SERP), as well as the horizontal dimension within the rich ad. Fourth, we developed various gaze inference models that improve accuracy of attention measurement for 30% on both organic and sponsored results.
Effect of position and ad format on gaze
To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate user gaze behavior on search elements that can be swiped horizontally. The answer-like ads used in our study were all swipable -the initial screen showed 2 full offers and 50% of a third offer, and users could swipe to see more offers (5 offers in total, and more available upon click).
In the absence of a swipe, we found that attention strongly decays from the leftmost position to the right. This is consistent with previous findings from desktop where gaze density is known to be shaped like a golden triangle [20, 23] , with a focus on the top-left that decays as we move towards the right or bottom on the SERP. Somewhat surprisingly, in the presence of a swipe, we found that the attention preference for the leftmost position disappears and all positions seem to be equally viewed. This fact could be used to design appropriate user models of swipable UIs, e.g., consider all the items appearing to the left of the rightmost item visible in the viewport as viewed by the user. Number of offers in the swipable unit may also have an effect, e.g., for units with large number of sub-results we may find differential viewing with more time spent on some offers compared to others.
As expected, and similar to desktop settings, on mobile phones, we found that attention on organic results (when no ads are shown) decays with position as we go down the search results page. We found that on mobile phones, the text ad gets less attention than an organic web result at the same position, which is likely to ads blindness (e.g., [4] ).
In contrast to the above, a rich format ad gets more attention than an organic result at the same position. In fact, we found that rich format ad gets significantly more attention than a text ad at the same position. This could be due to multiple reasons, such as the higher visual prominence of the rich ad format (e.g., it contains image thumbnails), its interactive nature (users can swipe to see more ad offers) or higher perceived relevance, i.e., the rich ad format previews the facets that users care about: price, product picture and the store where it's available.
Inferring gaze from viewport
Due to the relatively high cost of existing commercial eye trackers and time-consuming process of running in-lab user studies, in-lab user studies are usually limited to 20-50 users. We explored whether viewport data could be used at scale to reliably infer user gaze on a per-element basis on the SERP. We developed various models and compared their performance on gaze prediction to previous state-of-the-art approaches. In particular, we explored different ways to weight each pixel within the viewport to better infer the gaze time on each result, such as weighting based on a uniform distribution, truncated normal and non-parametric gaze density. In addition, we explored using feature based linear models that predict which element the user looked at based on combination of features described in Section 5.5. Our results demonstrated that feature based models are more accurate and improve Pearson's correlation between gaze and model predictions on 30% (from 0.513 to 0.671). Unlike previous methods [22] , our approach does not suffer from over-counting viewport time on second and third result positions, and aligns with observed gaze data more closely (as shown in Figure 9 ).
One benefit of using a simple linear models is that it is relatively easy to interpret the coefficients, hence the model's predictions. Model M4 assigns positive weights to both coverage and exposure features: w(Coverage) = 1.03 and w(Exposure) = 1.31. Figure 10 shows the weights for ScreenAreas5 features sliced by whether it belongs to the InitialViewport or not. Each curve on the figure has five data points corresponding to the five screen areas defined in Section 5.5. Interestingly, we see that the model assigns very different weights to each screen area, depending on the viewport. That is, when viewport remains on top of the page and InitialViewport = True, M4 assigns higher view probabilities to results positioned higher in the phone screen. However, when the user scrolls down, the model assigns higher probabilities to the central part of the screen. Note that the feature weight on the top area of the screen in the initial viewport is substantially smaller than the weight of the adjacent area due to the presence of the search box that usually occupies the topmost part of the page (see Figure 1) , which in our study received less gaze time as we predefined the queries for the user tasks.
User satisfaction
For commercial queries, we found that showing a high quality ad does not always translate to improved user satisfaction. While showing answer-like ads significantly increased user satisfaction on the SERP compared to not showing any ads, this was not the case for showing regular text ads. It is possible that providing answer-like information on various options about the product, including image, pricing and merchant makes the rich format ad more valuable to the user, especially for comparative shopping tasks, thereby resulting in higher user satisfaction. It's also valuable for "price check" intents, since rich ad format provides user with a range of prices for the same product. To summarize, we found that the rich ad drew longer gaze time on ad relative to other elements on SERP and was associated with higher user satisfaction.
Limitations
Since commercial eye-tracking is not yet available at scale, we were limited to conducting this study on a small set of 24 users in lab settings. We acknowledge that the relatively small dataset in this study may limit its generalizability to the real user population as a whole. This is an unfortunate limitation of virtually any eye study [24, 13, 8, 14, 22, 20, 23] . On the positive side, we were able to collect a rich dataset on user behavior in the lab by simultaneously recording user's gaze, their scrolling behavior, and the visible content on their phone. Also, to enable better generalization of our study's findings to the large user population, we randomly selected our users to belong to different gender, race and ages to increase the diversity.
Given the small number of users and limited time per user, our study design was limited to a few experimental conditions that either showed one rich format ad, or a traditional text ad, or both, or no ad. In future, we would like to explore additional variations within rich ad formats (e.g., the effect of image size, amount of information, star ratings, reviews).
The current models attempt to infer user gaze from viewport data such as coverage, exposure, and position of elements on the phone screen. Other studies [21, 7] have shown that the actual content and presentation can also affect user behavior. In our future work we plan to incorporate more complex features and experiment with non-linear models.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied how users' eye gaze and satisfaction are impacted by the presence of answer-like ads and their formats. In particular, we compared the effect of showing a answer-like ad that can be swiped horizontally vs. a regular text ad vs. both vs. no ads. We found that showing a rich ad attracted more attention on the ad unit compared to a regular text ad or organic result at the same position, and better satisfied users compared to showing no ads. We extended previous work by developing gaze inference models that provide improve accuracy of attention measurement on a per-result basis. Together, this shows that viewport data can be extremely valuable for studies of user behavior in search and ads, due to its scalability and accuracy in measuring user attention on mobile devices.
